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1 We start at St Peter’s Church Lychgate.
Make your way southwards up past the
tennis courts to the top of the High Street.

2
Pause to admire the village sign which is
packed with information about the history of
our village. Then cross the A25 carefully at
the crossing.

3 Follow the footpath sign up the little path by
the side of the A25. There is a short but
steep hill here.

4
Follow the path behind the houses of Wolf’s
Row past Limpsfield Pound where animals
have been kept since the 16th century. Take
the path straight ahead into the woods and
then bear left.

5
When you meet the larger path (the
Greensand Way) turn right. You will come
out on Wolf’s Row again just opposite St
Michael’s. Cross Wolf’s Row with care here
as the traffic does go quickly.
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A fun
family walk

for the Summer

Walking facts

Total distance: 4.1 miles (6.6km)
Elevation: 268 feet at lowest point

511 feet at highest point
Total ascent: 406 feet
Time to walk: 1 hour 30 minutes
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Walk up the road
which runs by the
gates of St Michaels
following the
Greensand Way.

6

At the end of the road
bear left onto the path
that enters West
Heath. Follow it around
to the right.

7

The path continues down
a gravel track which
leads down to Rockfield
Road. Turn left then right
down Icehouse wood

8

Half way down
Icehouse Wood turn
right where the sign
says “Three Hedges”

9

Take the path just to the left of the “Banerigg”
gate and follow it behind many gardens all the
way down the hill to Woodlands Lane.

10

At Woodlands Lane turn
left then right down
Spring Lane and follow it
down the hill until you
reach Oxted water mill.

11

Oxted Mill was a water powered corn mill
which ceased milling in 1951. Turn right onto
the path going up the left bank of the
millpond. It bends round to the left after the
water ends.

12

The path comes out at
the top of Springfield.
Walk down the road and
take the path to the right
of the houses at the end.

13

The path comes out on
Old Oxted High Street.
Cross the road
carefully and take the
path down to the
underpass.

14

Pass under the A25
(admiring the pictures),
turn right and follow the
path by the roadside.

15

Almost opposite the
Esso Garage fork left
onto the path that
leads you into the
Haywain cul-de-sac.

Walk through the Haywain
turning left and then right
until you come out on
Church Road. Go left,
cross Wheeler Ave, and
take the Master Park path
on your left.

16

17

Pass along the path on
the left side of Master
Park to St Mary’s Church.

Take the path to the door
of St Mary’s and continue
on past Oxted
Community Hall. Cross
onto Bluehouse Lane.

18

19
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Follow the pavement
past Oxted School. Just
before Park Road take
the footpath on the right
between the houses.
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Cross Granville Road
and continue on down
the footpath between
the hedges.

Keep straight ahead and
cross the river Eden over
the bridge.

Once in the field bear
left and follow the path
over the stile past
Pandas in the Glebe
meadow.

Walking past St Peter’s
Church hall cross the High
Street and go up the steps
back to the church lychgate.

Can you find
the following:
� A letter box
� A memorial plaque
� A squirrel
� A blue door
� A Viking ship
� A red flower
� A pine tree
� A river or lake
� A pink house
� A water wheel
� A green car
� The number 7
� Something square
� A copse
� A bicycle
� Something that starts

with the letter ‘m’

� A dog on a walk
� A shield
� Some red and white

stripes
� A clock
� A traffic light
� An elephant
� A panda
� A lonely tree
� Some goalposts
� A bull
� A signpost
� A litter bin
� A bird feeder
� A bee
� Something purple
� A tower

Congratulations - you made it!

Walk with many
thanks to John Tolley


